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The paper outlines an update with the following:
1.

Case review process performance & key issues

A new process for delivery case notes to enable mortality reviews to take
place timely and more efficiently has started during January 2018, agreed
with the mortality clinical lead. More work is needed to embed this
process alongside greater communication with clinicians from other
specialties and across the Trust – the focus to date has been medicine at
DPoW.
This will form a large part of the Mortality Improvement Oversight Group’s
agenda, and this meeting will be rescheduled as soon as possible
following the need to cancel during February as a result of OPEL 4
pressures.
2.

Key themes / lessons emerging

Key lessons are emerging both from ward based M&M meetings and
received completed mortality reviews. Key themes are:




3.

Fluid balance not well documented
Implementation of end of life care not considered / delayed
Hospital admission could have been avoided / death in hospital
was the wrong location for the patient
Monitoring and escalation could have been sooner.

Learning from deaths dashboard

Included is the most recent dashboard providing at a glance details of
total deaths, and the numbers reviewed by clinicians to date.
The Trust continues to participate in LEDER (mortality reviews for those
patients with LD), however, this is a joint exercise with local partners and
due to methodological challenges with this process, no cases have yet
been reviewed. Some narrative to accurately explain current participation
in LEDER will be agreed with the lead nurse and this will be added to this
section of the dashboard.
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The Board is asked to note the contents for assurance purposes.
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Key points to update on:
1. Case Review Process Performance & Key Issues
2. Key themes / lessons emerging
3. Learning from deaths dashboard
1. Case Review Process Performance & Key Issues
The Trust has appointed a mortality clinical lead. Dr Kamath has now taken up this post. Working with Dr
Kamath and Dr Menon, on the DPoW site, the process for delivering case notes for review by clinicians has
been changed in an attempt for reviews to be done in the same month as the death, ensuring the team
involved in the care of the patient can review the care quality in as timely and as efficient manner as possible.
Communication of this process has predominantly been focussed on the DPoW site, within the Medical
Specialty. This is good as this is the area of focus for the Trust, but wider communication is now needed across
the Trust/other specialties to ensure colleagues are aware of this process and action needed to support.
This is one of the main items on the Mortality Improvement Oversight Meeting’s agenda. The first meeting
was to be held on the 15 February but had to be cancelled due to OPEL 4 pressures.
To date, the following chart demonstrates progress with the new process of delivery of case notes to clinicians
from the beginning of January 2018.

Key Recommendations for the Mortality Oversight Group regarding the process are as follows:
 Greater communication across the Trust/specialities of the process
 Agree the proportion/target being aimed for regarding numbers of deaths to be reviewed
 Strengthening of sample identification to ensure it includes groups recommended by the National
Quality Board paper
 Assurance that ward based M&M meetings are taking place and ensure linkages between these and
group governance arrangements are robust

2. Key themes / lessons emerging:
From ward based M&M Meetings:
During the month of January, 2 ward based M&M meetings have been attended by members of the central
team. Both ran well and identified, for the whole team present, opportunities for learning, these included:






Implementation / consideration of end of life pathways / care did not happen or was delayed
Patient admission to hospital was not appropriate or that the death in hospital was not the right place
for the patient
Patients felt to be on the wrong specialty ward
No copy of discharge letter or cause of death documentation
Appropriateness of antibiotic duration challenged

Assurance is needed that the above model of ward based M&M meetings is happening and consistently across
the Trust. Further work is needed to gain this assurance.
From completed structured judgement review forms:
Whilst the number of completed forms is still few in number, the following themes/lessons have emerged
from the completed mortality reviews to date:






Positive:
Evidence that regular reviews have taken place
Good documentation
Clear diagnosis
Clear plans in place








Improvement opportunities:
Poor fluid documentation (a work stream in the improvement plan)
Lack of cohesion within teams
Lack of documentation
Poor palliative care links to external providers
Poor monitoring, clinical review needed sooner

Further work is needed to ensure that these themes feed into the Trust’s ongoing focus on learning lessons.
3. Learning from deaths dashboard:
In line with the National Quality Board’s recommendations, the Trust have been publishing the following
learning from deaths dashboard monthly, within the Board received monthly mortality report. Key points:




The ‘avoidable’ death indicator has been included, but it should be noted that this indicator was
designed to be used to support learning and improvement. Concerns have been raised by the RCP that
this data could be used for performance purposes, a purpose that this data was not designed for.
Work is ongoing to determine how other Trust’s publish this information.
The LEDER review process. Work is underway to include greater narrative regarding the process that
the Trust is a part of in connection with LEDER and also to ensure that the data reported within this
dashboard is the same as used operationally when identifying cases for review.

